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Chairman's Welcome
Welcome to the October edition of the club newsletter. It’s been quite a hectic couple of months since
the last issue. The Tartantastic Fly In was a great day and I’d like to thank everyone who helped make
this possible. Thanks to the kinder weather of late, a number of our students have also been busy
pushing forward with their training and we’ve seen quite a few first solos and passes over the past
couple of months. Well done to you all. Rather ironically, I’ve spent the majority of my flying time over
the past few weeks behind screens as I struggle to come to terms with the IMC rating.
As we move into the shorter days and darker nights the Committee are finalising the programme for
the coming months. As has become traditional over the past few years, we will be holding our usual
fireworks night, and the pre-Christmas Eshott fly out. And of course no Christmas would be complete
without the annual Christmas Dinner and Wings Awards night. We’ve also rescheduled the Treasure
Hunt again! More details inside.
Good flying…..
Andy Reid

Tartantastic Day! – September 15th 2007.
After numerous Committee Meetings it was decided that we organise a Fly-In for visiting Pilots & a BBQ for Fife Flying
Club Pilots & Students & any other Pilots that could handle the pace. Flour-bombing and Spot Landing competitions were
planned, Marshalling was arranged and with Colin Rodger manning the Radio the usual suspects were all involved. We
were allocated our chores - I mean tasks – and as Student Rep I was volunteered to organise the BBQ & building of the
Magnificent BBQ by our resident 'Scrapheap Challenge' Instructor Omar Gharib. After many discussions the design was
decided on with the help of Claes and a couple of apprentices mainly myself & the Wooton. The Oil Drum took shape into a
BBQ hot plate and grill- have to say the end result was AWESOME!!!!!. Once built we had a dry run to check it out and
that we were happy that everything was working- only minor adjustments required.
The day eventually dawned with the usual rush to get things up & running before the start of the Fly-in. Scrubbing,
cleaning etc had to be done (of the barbecue) and although the Weather was a bit suspect we decided to go ahead - we had
had a couple of pilots arrive on Friday 14th (the brave souls slept in tents under the wing of their aeroplane - it only
happened to be the coldest night this year so far....).
Finally the BBQ was fired up at 11.20am and awaited it’s first customers. All around the various activities were starting –
the Flour-Bombing and Spot Landing. Further festivities were planned in the afternoon - Starter Aerobatics with Sid
Utting, flying practice by David Cyster & Captain Dai Heather-Hayes and also Jim Taggart & John Brompton and a
parachute drop from Kingsmuir. The flour-bombing runs were hotly contested and resulted in a few scuffles as to who was
the winner. In the end it was Martin West & Damian Colgan for the best of 3 drops – and nearest the Target Roger Archer
& Sid Utting.
The BBQ was on the go from 12pm to 8pm until my small Team Julia, Daisy(Julia’s Mum), Alan Mckay & myself finally
couldn’t stand the sight of another Burger - have to say the food was cooked to perfection with only a couple of disasters.
Two veggie burgers were incinerated & I managed to burn myself only ONCE which was a complete fluke as I’m a little
accident-prone.
After all the competitions were finished & presentations complete - the Party started in earnest- our newly purchased
Gazebo was getting a try oot - the music was cranked up - the drink was flowing and you know what happens when that
starts - everybody wants to dance!!!! Omar had also managed to build a brazier to keep out the cold (a man of many
talents) - as the Gazebo had no sides fitted. Andy had decided that we needed to have Karaoke and the “Top Gun Boys”
had the pleasure of singing “You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feeling” which was incredible!!! I was persuaded to sing a duet with
our Chairman - everybody went running off to get earplugs and did say that I was the World’s worst singer but they will
never learn. The rain and the cold set in & we had to make a quick exit taking down the Gazebo & moving the music
console in the quickest time ever due to heavy rain shower - myself & most of the gang were completely soaked.
The party continued well into the night and there were many sore heads in the morning - after no sleep we arrived back at
the Airfield for breakfast & to help with the tidy-up. I apologise for not helping much had to go home and get much needed
rest – I slept for nearly 14 hours which is what you get if you are awake for 30 hours.
It turned out to be one of those fun Days which we all seem to enjoy - so let’s hope its Bigger and Better next year!!!!!!!!!
Over & Out Kate (photos on page 2....)

Treasure Hunt.
This event was postponed from
earlier in the year and it is proposed
that it will be held on Sunday, 4th
November – the same day as the
bonfire and fireworks – so you could
come along, fly in the Treasure Hunt
and stay for the fun later in the
evening. More details for Andy Reid,
or see the website.

FIREWORKS!
The Club’s Annual Firework display
is all set this year for Sunday the 4th
of November, starting with soup at
6pm and the fireworks at 6.30,
finishing off with stovies in the Tipsy
Nipper after the show. There will be
a raffle with the usual range of
interesting prizes. As usual, we’re
running this as a donations only
event – there’s no fixed admission
price but please help club funds by
donating something towards the
costs. Also – if you have any wood
that we could add to the bonfire – let
Julia or Andy Reid know, and
arrange to get it up to the airfield.

FFC Merchandise
Some shots from the
Tartantastic Day – courtesy
of Richard Street. Top –
some of the crowds, looking
for the elusive sun, the
parachutists from Kingsmuir
and a premature flour bomb
burst!

There are still a few FFC
polo shirts and a few Tshirts from the Tartantastic
Fly-In Day – ask at the
desk and snap up an early
Christmas present for
someone!

Future Fly-Outs.

Eshott Fly-Out.

The Committee had a long discussion at the last meeting
about possible destinations for future fly-outs – and we
need you to come back to us and let us know what you,
the Club members, would like to do. How about Dublin,
some time before Christmas? Omar, flying instructor,
will be publishing some possible dates for this trip,
before the end of October.
Other possible destinations that have been suggested
include Duxford (and the excellent museum there);
Elvington near York; St. Omer in France; Jersey, and
even Berlin. The nearest airport to Boblingen,
Glenrothes’ twin town, is Stuttgart, and we were
wondering if we could make contact with the flying clubs
there.

It’s becoming a tradition that Fife Flying
Club descend en masse on Eshott airfield
just before Christmas – the proposed date
is Sunday 16th December. If you haven’t
been to Eshott before, it makes for a nice
trip down the east coast, taking in a few
seaside castles on the way, and the club
there is very friendly and they lay on a
good spread of food for us. (You do need
to be there early though, otherwise the
FFC Chairman invariably polishes off
most of the sausage rolls, if last year is
anything to go by....) If you’re a student,
why not persuade an instructor to fly
with you to Eshott on the day?

COMMITTEE NEWS
Next Committee Meeting
is November 6th at the
Tipsy Nipper.
AWARDS

Alistair Wooton - PPL
Colin Robertson - PPL
Nigel Pybus - PPL
Bill Dryborough - First
Solo
Martin Ford - First Solo
Donald Cowan - First Solo
Naomi Julian - First Solo
Jim Watt - CPL
Martin West - CPL
Gareth Hughes - First Solo
Greg Logan - CPL
Rankin Clarkson – PPL
Roger Archer – NPPL
Alastair McNaught – First
solo
Special Mention: !!
Stewart Webb - Vacated
at Alpha from 25 without
back track……

Board of Honour...
PPLs – please let us know
via the website if you’ve
gained your PPL or NPPL
this year – so that we can
arrange to have your
name added to the board
in the Tipsy Nipper.

Flying Club AGM.
It was decided to
postpone this meeting
until January – January
10th to be precise – to
allow the change over of
the Committee, etc, to
take place at a quieter
time of the year. This
move is in line with the
Constitution, but if you
have any issues please
speak to a member of
the Committee.
Corrections....
In true Gruniad style, “Out
of the Blue” has it’s own
team of Gremlins. Last
Newsletter’s article on the
Round Britain trip should
have ended “...two brains
and four eyes are
preferable when trying to
negotiate complicated
airspace that you’ve never
flown through before!”

Christmas Dinner Dance.
The annual Christmas meal and dance will be held in the Tipsy
Nipper on Friday December 14th. There will be a disco, and the
usual excellent Christmas nosh courtesy of the Tipsy Nipper.
Dress code this year is “smart”. Tickets are available at £19.25 –
speak to Julia or June at the desk about tickets. At the moment,
there’s a limit of 4 tickets per person – the Tipsy isn’t that large,
and block bookings of more tickets would limit the numbers of
groups who could attend.

Club Nights.
The nights are fair drawin’ in, as they say around these here parts, so we’ve
been thinking about topics for the Club Nights. We’ve got a visit to the new
simulator at Dundee in the planning, a possible visit to Prestwick ATC, more
visits to Edinburgh ATC, another of Ian Thorogood’s brain-bending quizzes
and some talks from members who have been up to various things this
Summer. There will be a social night where you can come along and chat to
your fellow students and pilots, and there’s been a number of suggestions
(some clean!) for various aviation-related DVDs that we could show as well. If
you have an idea for a club night, let someone on the Committee know and
we’ll see what we can do.....

Handy Hints.
Do you do something that saves you time and effort in the
cockpit? Want to share it with your fellow pilots? Let the
Newsletter Editor know if you’ve got any handy hints for
making flying easier... eg, when you get a new chart, cut out
the legend from the chart and slip it into the map once you’ve
folded it up. As you fly along the route, and come across
something you don’t recognise, you can slip the legend out and
check it without unfolding the map, or get that frequency you
Tayside Aviation News:
The Alsim FMPT2 Simulator should arrive at Dundee at some time in midNovember. Commissioning work will then take place before the simulator
becomes available for flight training. The simulator can model 19 different
aircraft, including an ATR42 turboprop.
SYNDICATE OPPORTUNITY? A fleet review and “refresh” is under way at
Tayside and this may mean that a 152 and a 172 will come up for sale shortly –
an ideal opportunity if you are thinking about starting a syndicate! Speak to
Jim Watt at Tayside for more information.

Fife Flying Club Website.
The website is now well established and being well used – why not log on
(and register, if you haven’t already) and contribute your views to some of
the forums? Also, you’ll find instructions there to let you upload some of
your photos – let the rest of us see what flying exploits you’ve been up to
this past year! Go to www.fifeflyingclub.co.uk……

Ever Thought of Owning Your Own Plane....?

Many of you will wonder what to do next after you get your PPL –
some of you will have your PPLs and be wondering what to do
next....
About 5 years ago, before I had even set out to get my Licence
back, I was at one of those inspirational management lectures
and had to declare what my unfulfilled ambition in life was – and I
said - to own and fly my own plane. I said it little thinking that I’d
ever realise that ambition...
Now, 19 months after we formed the TB9 syndicate at Fife, I
often wonder why I didn’t get stuck in and buy a plane years ago!
The key to owning your “own” plane (unless you’re really well off)
is to get together with a few like-minded types and buy a plane
together. There are lots of benefits to doing it this way – you
spread the cost, the risk, the angst, the arguments as to what to
buy, etc. You also share the benefits – the cheaper flying, the fun
of flying with another pilot, the learning, the new experiences, the
hairy moments, and the swagger that all aircraft “owners” adopt
as they walk out to “their” aircraft.
Dave Mackay, Rob Swinney, Richard Street and myself got
together two years ago now, and, based on our extensive 30-odd
years of joint in-depth aeronautical experience of building Airfix
kits and thousands of hours of plane-spotting in our anoraks, we
went looking for a plane. We searched the magazines, the web
(even ebay!) and the aprons at various airfields for likely
suspects. We looked at 152’s, 172’s, a Beagle Pup but finally
settled on the TB9 – a good-looking French 4-seater, built in
1983.

There’s a good book – “Owning and Operating
Your Own Aeroplane” by Rod Simpson – available
through Transair – that we consulted, and did as
many checks as we could on the aircraft, it’s
history, it’s state of repair, etc, and finally took the
plunge in February 2006. Rob had some fun, flying
up to Scotland with the previous owner in marginal
weather, and the plane finally appeared out of the
st
clouds on finals to 07 at Fife on the 31 of March
last year.
Since then G-BKUE – “UE” to those who know
“her” has acquired 4 additional owners, spreading
the costs even further. The syndicate of 8 works
well, and the aircraft is always reasonably
available. We use an on-line booking system
(aircraftbooking.co.uk) and keep a log of the times
flown in the aircraft for maintenance and payment
purposes. Various members have assumed
various roles – Maintenance Manager, Finance
Director, Social Events Manager, etc and it all
works really well. Owning an aircraft will never be a
cheap hobby – but it is affordable, and makes
flying much, much cheaper than hiring aircraft,
providing you fly a reasonable amount of time
(which is the purpose of the exercise, after all!).
You have a plane at your disposal most of the time,
you can fly when and where you like without being
tied to slot times and yes, you can swagger out to it
with your friends and relatives in tow when you
take them for a trip in “your” plane.
I have never regretted the outlay to buy UE initially.
It was the best money I have ever spent, and the
hours I’ve put in since the aircraft arrived have
been the best of my flying career. If you’ve ever
thought about owning your own plane, all I can say
is – get on with it. You won’t regret it!
If you’d like more information on starting a syndicate, and think
you could learn from our stumbling efforts, have a chat to one of
the TB9 syndicate the next time you see us about!
Alan Laing

Techy Stuff – An occasional feature on technical matters that may help students or (N)PPLs
alike. This time – magnetos and rough running – how to cure it.
(Thanks to Omar for this…)
During power checks the magnetos are checked individually, with no more than 3 sec on each magneto to avoid spark
plug fouling. A small drop in RPM is normal and shows the ignition system is functioning properly. No RPM drop at all
when operating on one magneto may indicate a malfunction in the ignition system, and the possibility that one or both
magnetos are staying 'live' (dead cut check should be carried out). An excessive drop in RPM when operating on one
magneto, especially when accompanied by rough running, may indicate fouled spark plugs or a faulty magneto or one or
more plugs unserviceable. If fouled plugs are suspected it may be possible to clear the problem. The engine is set to
about 2000 RPM with mags on both, and the mixture leaned to give 'peak' RPM. This should be held for about 20 to 30
seconds, then the mixture retuned to fully rich, RPM retarded to the normal power check RPM and the mags can be
rechecked. If the problem persists the process may be repeated once or twice, if the RPM drop is still not within limits
the aircraft should be considered unfit to fly and the ignition system checked by an engineer.
When the mixture is leaned for optimal power (i.e. all fuel and all air used) the best fuel consumption will be obtained but
the temperature could get too high during high workloads (Take-off or climb) and even during cruise. When cruising lean
to peak RPM then enrich slightly to avoid high temps. During high workload an over-rich mixture helps keep the engine
cool (hence used on take off and climb). There is not enough oxygen for the amount of fuel going into the cylinder,
some fuel remains unburnt and actually cools the cylinder (lower EGT/cylinder head temp). However the unburnt fuel
carbonizes on the plugs (fouled plugs) and causes poor ignition.
When you carry out the cleaning process above the high RPM combined with lean mixture causes a very high temp in
the cylinder for a short period which serves to burn off the deposited carbon. It should be noted that excessive power
setting and over lean mixture setting should be avoided during the procedure to avoid damage.
A magneto circuit is 'live' when the circuit is BROKEN (failsafe). Hence turning the key to off actually closes the circuit.
If there is a failure somewhere in the circuit the magneto will still be 'live' (and the prop should always be considered
live). A dead-cut check is when the RPM are set low and the magnetos are momentarily turned to off, to check that the
ignition system is not faulty and that one magneto is not constantly 'live' (the engine will cut).
OG

